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Long term strategy performance
955.24
-1.01%
2.27%

NAV in USD
Performance month
Performance year-to-date
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Statistics1

EPPS

Month reported
Year-to-date
Last 12 months
Last 60 months
Annualized return
Annualised StDev
Sharpe ratio
Max. drawdown
Correlation

-1.01
2.27
-7.33
76.72
13.91
12.30
1.11
-17.12
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Treasuries

Gold
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Market comment

April was a mixed bag for equities. They increased overall, driven by
emerging markets, whilst US equities were slightly negative on mixed
news and earnings misses. Commodities rallied strongly, whereas US
Treasuries declined slightly.
The EPP Strategy lost 1.01% in April, bringing the YTD return to 2.27%.
Equities contributed negatively at -0.79% (US strategy -0.90%, World
rotation -0.15%, European sectors +0.26%).
Treasuries were negative at -0.47%. The gold vs. currencies strategy
contributed 0.25%.
Going into May, the models rotated out of the US strategy adding the
exposure to the World strategy. The allocation was made to a developed
world minimum volatility ETF. The gold allocation inreased to 20%
(replacing the complementary currency strategy) whilst Treasuries and
the European sector strategy remainded unchanged.

Portfolio allocation (month-end)
Precious metals
20%
Cash (USD)
1%

LT Treasuries
27%

Portfolio guidelines

USA 34%

World market
rotation 6%
European sector
rotation 12%

- Basket volatility is targeted at 12%
- Monthly rebalancing
- Allocation to individual sub-strategies limited to 40%
- Liquid & global exchange traded products and cash
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Investment strategy

The strategy pursues a quantitative, rule-based investment process that
adaptively allocates between stocks, bonds, commodities and cash
instruments on a monthly basis to achieve a robust risk/return profile.
Each of the asset classes is optimized individually applying a range of
proprietary trading and allocation rules. Cross-correlations of instruments
and asset classes are accounted for to achieve a significantly lower overall
portfolio volatility.
Amongst the methodologies applied are various ranking and rotation
algorithms across sectors, industries, markets and asset classes globally.
The methodologies deployed have been thoroughly tested across a broad
set of economic conditions. The strategy is designed as a diversified allweather multi-asset strategy generating robust performance while
mitigating downside risk during severe market crashes.

Product terms and conditions
Product type

Tracker certficates on the Enhanced
Permanent Portfolio Strategy Basket

Issuer / rating
Calculation agent
Portfolio advisor
Security numbers
Denomination
Launch date
Maturity date
Secondary market

UBS AG, Zurich / S&P A, Moody’s A2, Fitch A
UBS AG, London Branch
Rational Invest AG, Zurich
ISIN CH0284316327/ Valor 28431632
USD 1'000 / 1 Unit
1 July 2015
15 July 2022 (extendable)
Issuer facilitates a daily secondary market.
Trading hours from 09:15 - 17.15 p.m. (CET)
Daily NAV calculated & published
2% p.a. (accrued daily)
Switzerland
Foreign currency exposure is not hedged to USD

Valuation
Management fees
Public Offering
Currency hedging
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Performance is based on daily backtesting from April 1, 2005 to June 30, 2015 (in grey) and realized performance of the Enhanced Permanent Portfolio Strategy Certificates (in USD)
thereafter (in red). Backtested returns have been adjusted by 4% per annum to account for fees and trading costs, realized performance is net of all fees and costs. Reference asset
classes: World Equities (iShares MSCI ACWI (ACWI) ETF), Treasuries (iShares Trust - 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF (TLT)), Gold (SPDR Gold Trust (GLD)); Source: Rational Invest, UBS AG,
Bloomberg
This document is issued solely for information purposes for the recipient’s sole use. This document is not an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security or to participate in any particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction. It has been prepared
without taking into account of the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. This document is intended only to facilitate your discussions with Rational Invest AG (“Rational Invest”). The given material is subject to change and, although based upon
information which we consider reliable, it is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness. Any reference to past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future. Please note that for statutory, tax or other regulatory reasons, some or all of the services or products
described in this document cannot be offered globally without certain restrictions. Neither this document nor copies thereof may be sent or taken to the United States of America or distributed within the United States of America or to a US person. Neither this document nor
copies thereof may be reproduced in part or in full in any form, by any means, without the written approval of Rational Invest. Copyright 2015. Rational Invest.
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